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Abstract – The problem of gene function - of the relationships between hereditary
material and the characteristics of organisms - preceded the rediscovery of Mendel’s laws
and accompanied the development of genetics in the XXth century. Molecular biologists
replaced the simple gene-character relationship by two relationships: the first, between
genes and proteins, was well defined, whereas the second between proteins and the
complex structural and functional characteristics of organisms remained unknown. I will
describe in this article the experimental approaches which helped to characterize during
the last twenty years the relationships between proteins and characters. Four principles
of macromolecular organization emerged from these studies: conservation of the elemen-
tary components during evolution, existence of pathways and networks, pleiotropy and
redundancy. These principles are the explanation of the surprising experimental obser-
vations that have been made in recent years. The existence of these principles makes
problematic any prediction on the consequences of gene modification. It both sounds
the death-knell of the simplistic reductionist approach of many biologists, whereby
genes were considered as responsible for specific functions, and definitely prevents the
distribution of genes in separate, well defined categories. © 2000 Académie des
sciences/Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS
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Résumé – La fonction des gènes. Le problème de la « fonction des gènes », de la
nature du lien existant entre le « matériel héréditaire » et les caractéristiques de
l’organisme, a précédé la redécouverte en 1900 des lois de Mendel et accompagné le
développement de la génétique pendant tout le vingtième siècle. À la relation simple
entre les gènes et les caractères proposée par les premiers généticiens, les biologistes
moléculaires ont substitué une double relation : la première, bien définie, entre les gènes
et les protéines pour lesquelles ils codent, et une deuxième, irrésolue, entre les protéines
et les caractéristiques structurales et fonctionnelles complexes des organismes vivants.
Nous décrirons les approches expérimentales qui, pendant ces vingt dernières années,
ont contribué à la définition des relations entre les protéines et les caractères. Quatre
« principes » d’organisation macromoléculaire se dégagent de ces études : conservation
des composants élémentaires du vivant, organisation en voies et réseaux, pléiotropisme
et redondance d’action. L’existence de ces quatre principes n’empêche pas l’interpréta-
tion des effets consécutifs à la modification d’un gène, mais elle en rend la prédiction
difficile. Elle sonne le glas d’un réductionnisme étroit qui avait tenté d’attribuer à des
gènes particuliers la responsabilité des fonctions complexes de l’organisme vivant ou de
grouper les gènes en catégories fonctionnelles distinctes et bien définies. © 2000
Académie des sciences/Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS
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Curiously enough, the problem of gene function pre-
ceded the rediscovery in 1900 of Mendel’s laws by Hugo
De Vries, Carl Correns and Erich von Tschermak and thus
the appearance of the gene concept. At the end of the
XIXth century, the conjunction of the interests of evolu-
tionists, aiming at characterizing the mechanisms of hered-
ity and those of the cytologists, trying to attribute to the
different cell compartments, nucleus and cytoplasm, their
respective roles in the development of organisms, led to
the widely accepted belief that there was a material sub-
strate of the hereditarian phenomena, whatever its precise
nature and localization inside the reproductive cells. The
problem was how to determine the relationship between
this material and the morphological and physiological
characteristics of the organism. The precise way in which
this problem was raised and the nature of the solutions
proposed evolved throughout the XXth century. I will refer
only briefly to the way geneticists dealt with this problem
in the first half of this century, because this has been
extensively studied [1] and was alluded to in earlier con-
tributions. I will focus on the way the problem of gene
function has been profoundly transformed by studies car-
ried out over the last twenty years, before discussing the
scientific and philosophical consequences of these trans-
formations.

1. Gene function, from classical genetics
to molecular biology

For Mendel and his rediscoverers, there was no clear
distinction between the characters that are transmitted
from generation to generation and the ‘thing’ that enables
this transmission to take place. However, this distinction
became obvious after the work of Johannsen on pure lines,
and the introduction of the word gene itself in 1909. The
heredity of the different forms of a given character was
linked to the transmission, according to Mendel’s laws, of
different ‘allelic’ forms of the corresponding gene.

Early on in the work of Thomas Morgan’s group, the
bidirectional relation between a gene and the correspond-
ing character appeared as a simplification. Evidence that a
given character was controlled, not by the action of a
unique gene, but by several different genes, some of which
modified the action of the other genes, was obtained
before 1915 and was described in Morgan’s The theory of
the gene published in 1926 [2]. The fact that a single gene
can influence several different characters was also discov-
ered early in the work of Morgan’s group and found a very
clear expression in Morgan’s Nobel lecture : ‘Certain
students of genetics inferred that the Mendelian units
responsible for the selected character were genes produc-
ing only a single effect. This was careless logic. It took a
good deal of hammering to get rid of this erroneous idea.
As facts accumulated it became evident that each gene
produces not a single effect, but in some cases a multitude
of effects on the characters of the individual. It is true that
in most genetic work only one of these character-effects is

selected for study - the one that is most sharply defined and
separable from its contrasted character - but in most cases
minor differences are also recognizable that are just as
much the product of the same gene as is the major effect’
[3]. This pleiotropy of gene action was accepted by clas-
sical geneticists and the bidirectional relation between
genes and characters was considered as an over-
simplification. The only significant relation was between
the totality of genes (genotype) and the totality of charac-
ters (phenotype) of an organism.

However, the bidirectional relation between genes and
characters was still employed, precisely because of its
simplicity. It was largely abstract, since nothing was known
about the nature of the mechanisms linking the gene to the
formation of the character, even if, following Troland, gene
action was taken to be an enzymatic action [1]. The exact
nature of a ‘unit-character’ remained a permanent prob-
lem. As the gene gradually became real - it was localized
on the chromosomes, Muller showed that it could be
altered by X-rays, and Torbjörn Caspersson and Jean Bra-
chet demonstrated its nucleoproteic nature -, the absence
of any mechanism for gene action and, in particular, the
fact that most geneticists were profoundly uninterested in
the question, was increasingly anomalous and was regu-
larly condemned by internal or external critics of the
morganian genetics, such as Richard Goldschmidt [4, 5].

Everything changed with the birth of molecular biology
[6]. There was not an immediate shift, since the relation
between genes and enzymes established by George Beadle
and Edward Tatum could be considered as a mere confir-
mation of the traditional assimilation of gene action to
enzyme action, but movement began after the discovery
that genes were made of DNA - first reported by Oswald
Avery, and later by William Hershey and Martha Chase.
The fact that genes were of a different chemical nature
than the main constituents of living beings - proteins -
forced scientists to consider gene action in a different way.
With the discovery of the genetic code at the beginning of
the 1960s, the simple relation between gene and character
was replaced by a dual relation, linking a gene to a protein
and the resulting protein to a character. This relation is
asymmetrical. The first step, from gene to protein, is simple.
In saying this, I do not want to hide the fact that, over the
forty last years, this relation has become increasingly
complex, in particular with the discovery of the frag-
mented nature of eukaryotic genes and the possibility of
alternative splicing - a single gene can generate several
slightly different proteins. These problems, and others,
have been extensively discussed by Peter Portin [7], Hans-
Jörg Rheinberger [8], and others. Another difficulty is that
the ‘precise’ relation between gene and protein relates
only to the formation of a one-dimensional, unfolded
polypeptidic chain. Protein folding - the decisive acquisi-
tion of a precise 3-dimensional structure - remains largely
a mystery.

Nevertheless, despite these difficulties, the relation
between a gene and its protein product remains, in most
cases, precise and well determined. The same is not true
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for the second step, from protein to character. For the first
molecular biologists, with the exception of rare cases
where the character could be directly related to a protein
or an enzyme, the relation between proteins and charac-
ters was as mysterious as the relation between genes and
characters for the geneticists of Morgan’s school. The
causal chain extending from the protein, the immediate
product of the gene, to the character was totally unknown.

2. From proteins to characters:
major changes over the last 20years

How can the morphological and physiological charac-
teristics of complex organisms be understood in terms of
the properties of their basic components, proteins? Molecu-
lar biologists began to address this question in the early
1980s, when the tools of genetic engineering made it
possible to isolate and characterize the genes of higher
organisms.

This in turn led to the definition of characteristics of
organization of the elementary gene products. The data
collected since that time will be presented more or less
chronologically, grouped into four different experimental
approaches. However, it should be borne in mind that
such a classification remains arbitrary, since these lines of
research interacted with each other.

The first line of research was mainly biochemical. Its
roots can be found in studies from the end of the 1950s
that attempted to unravel the biochemical mechanisms of
hormone action. Two very different mechanisms of action
were discovered. Steroid hormones bind directly to an
intra-cellular receptor; by altering its conformation allos-
terically, the receptor can bind DNA sequences upstream
of the target gene promoters. Other hormones, such as
peptidic hormones, bind to a receptor located in the cell
membrane. As shown by Earl Sutherland, such an interac-
tion leads indirectly to the production of an intra-cellular
second messenger (in these early studies this was always
cAMP), which in turn activates an intra-cellular target, in
this case a protein kinase [9].

The discovery of cAMP and the emergence of the con-
cept of second messenger was fundamental [10]. It led to
the discovery of the signalling pathways and networks that
play a fundamental role in the control of cell division. The
main conceptual result was the demonstration that the
specificity of hormone action was not linked to the nature
of the molecular components that mediate its action: the
second messenger and its binding proteins are the same
for hormones that have very different effects in the organ-
ism. The specificity lies in the other components present in
the receiver cell, in the way these components interact
with the second messenger and its targets.

Since these early studies, the complexity of these intra-
cellular signalling pathways and the number of their com-
ponents have dramatically increased. Thousands of
elementary protein components, including hundreds of
protein kinases, have been described. The deregulation of

such pathways has been shown to be involved in onco-
genesis [11, 12]. These pathways are also essential in the
cell-to-cell interactions that organize development. In
addition to biochemical and genetic tools, specifically-
designed new technologies, such as the two-hybrid sys-
tem, have been constructed to study the protein-protein
interactions involved in the functioning of these pathways
and networks.

The second line of research was quite different and
involved choosing an organism which had been exten-
sively studied in terms of its genetics, and then character-
ize all the genes involved in a specific process. This
approach was first applied by Sydney Brenner to the
nematode C. elegans [13]. A similar kind of approach was
employed by Seymour Benzer in his work on the behav-
ioral genetics of Drosophila melanogaster, aimed at char-
acterizing the genes involved in learning and memory
processes [14]. The most significant result of these tedious,
painstaking studies, was to demonstrate that the molecular
components involved in such complex functions were
simple proteins and enzymes, involved in other processes,
and in most cases were parts of networks and pathways
that had already been described. Similar studies on the
mechanisms of learning in other species such as the sea-
snail Aplysia, or on mammals gave the same results:
cAMP, the proteins that interact with it and their targets
play a major role in memory pathways as they do in the
mechanisms of hormone action and in glycogen metabo-
lism [15]. The specificity of such complex processes does
not lie in the specificity of their molecular components
involved but in the way these components are assembled
and interact with other cellular components. Once again,
these studies emphasize the importance of the intra-
cellular signalling pathways and networks and the pleio-
tropic action of their molecular components. The notion of
pleiotropy resulted from the early observations of geneti-
cists; the reasons behind pleiotropy, however, only became
clear with the advent of molecular biology.

The third key line of research was the study of genes
involved in development. A more thorough description of
this approach and its contribution to the new vision of
gene action, will be found elsewhere [16, 17]. The study of
developmental genes was made possible at the beginning
of the 1980s through genetic engineering. Homeotic genes,
and a host of other genes involved in the control of
development, were isolated. The large number of studies
performed since have shown that most of these genes have
been highly conserved over evolution, despite the high
diversity of developmental processes present in the living
world. The same genes can contribute to different succes-
sive steps in development. For instance, in both Droso-
phila and mammals, the Notch gene is involved during
early development in the choice by neighboring cells of
alternative differentiation pathways, a process called ‘lat-
eral inhibition’. It has recently been shown that this gene,
and the corresponding protein, is also involved, at a later
stage of development, in the control of neurite growth in
nerve cells [18]. The proteins encoded by the develop-
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mental genes are frequently multifunctional: they are multi-
modular and the same protein can interact with different
partners, depending on the module involved. In fact,
multifunctionality is limited neither to proteins encoded
by developmental genes, nor to proteins with a modular
organization [19]. Because of pleiotropy and multifunc-
tionality, mutations in developmental genes can generate
very complex syndromes in affected individuals. Sonic
Hedgehog is a developmental gene involved in the pat-
terning of the central nervous system as well as in the
formation of the limbs and other embryonic structures
[20]. Gli3 is a transcription factor which is activated
following the binding of the Sonic Hedgehog product to its
receptor. Different mutations in the Gli3 gene have been
described, some of which are responsible for the Pallister-
Hall syndrome [21]. Affected individuals have abnormali-
ties in the brain, face, heart, limbs, gut, etc. This list would
be even longer if the number of such abnormalities was
not reduced by the existence of another characteristic of
gene action which, unlike pleiotropy, was not anticipated
by the geneticists of the Morgan school, redundancy. In
the higher multi-cellular organisms, genes belong to gene
families and the products of such families have similar
nature and fulfill similar functions in the organism [22].
Redundancy is more often partial than complete, with
different proteins sharing a certain number of functions,
but with each also having specific functions that cannot be
fulfilled by the other proteins.

Finally, two additional lines of research were essential
in the elaboration of this new vision of the contribution of
simple molecular components to complex organic func-
tions. Both directly addressed the role of immediate gene
products in the formation of complex phenotypes, but
from opposite directions. The first, which has been called
positional cloning [23], starts from a hereditary character-
istic, most often a genetic disease, which has been shown
to be transmitted according to the laws of Mendel. Its
objective is to characterize the corresponding gene and
the virtual protein that it encodes. This approach was not
conceptually novel, but it was only possible because of
the astounding progress during the last decade in the
elaboration of genetic and physical genomic maps. The
second approach starts from a protein, the functions of
which have been extensively studied in the test tube or in
isolated cells. The corresponding gene is then altered,
most frequently inactivated, and the effects of this inacti-
vation on the organism are studied. This approach, com-
monly called gene knockout (KO), had been used for some
time in yeast, but was developed in mammals only ten
years ago [24]. The local function of the gene, its capacity
to encode protein structure, was related to the role the
gene has in the function and development of the whole
organism. These two approaches created a dual short-
circuit between the direct, elementary products of the
genes, and the role genes play in the organism.

These approaches led to many surprises, in particular
with gene inactivation. Unfortunately, researchers carry-
ing out gene knockout projects were not normally required

to describe their initial expectations. In many cases, a
comparison of the expected and observed effects would
have been more striking than the published version, since
there was (and is) a tendency to attenuate the unexpected
nature of many results from such experiments.

A major surprise that was repeatedly noted was that a
given gene, which had been considered as essential, when
inactivated had no apparent effects on the organism. In
other cases, some alterations were observed, but with a far
smaller than expected amplitude, given the importance
attributed to the functions of the gene. Sometimes, the
observed effects were totally different from those that were
expected, given the known elementary functions of the
gene. In rare cases, such as the inactivation of one of the
genes coding for the acetylcholine receptor, the result was
the appearance of animals with increased capacities, as
compared to wild-type animals [25].

These surprises can be explained by the organization of
elementary gene products described above - they are
components in pathways and networks. In a network, it is
difficult to anticipate the modifications which can result
from the alteration of one of the links. Furthermore, the
phenomenon of redundancy dampens the effects of the
inactivation of a single gene, and pleiotropy (or multi-
functionality) can give diverse functions to a gene. These
three characteristics of gene action, together with the
conservation of genes over evolution and the organization
of the elementary constituents in a hierarchy of structures
found inside living beings - functional modules [26], sub-
cellular compartments, cells, tissues, organs - have an
impact on the way we conceive of gene action, both
scientifically and philosophically.

3. The scientific consequences
of this new vision of gene action

I will only briefly comment on the consequences of this
new vision of gene action on the evolutionary process,
which have been discussed by François Jacob [27] and D.
Duboule [28]. Two different questions can be raised: the
first is to see how such principles of elementary gene
product organization are the necessary consequence of
the four billion year old evolutionary process, since life
existed on earth. The second, which is linked but different,
is to look for the consequences of this organization of
living beings, the existence of this ‘Erector set’, on the
evolutionary process itself. How does tinkering or ‘brico-
lage’ constrain evolution? This question was recently
addressed by Denis Duboule who suggested that it intro-
duces, in the evolution of complex organisms, a form of
discontinuity, and probably at least partly explains the
existence of periods of stasis that have been repeatedly
described by paleontologists, but which have yet to be
given a uniform interpretation [29].

An important aspect of the recent changes in the way
molecular biologists conceive of the integration of the
action of elementary protein products is that it explains
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some of the paradoxes met in data interpretation. Two
examples will help to define these paradoxes and the way
they have been resolved.

MAP kinases are among the best studied components of
the intra-cellular signalling pathways that control cell
division. They are located at a strategic position in the cell
relaying the extra-cellular signals to the nucleus. Their
action is pleiotropic, since they activate different steps
required for cell division: synthesis of nucleotides, the
basic components of DNA; transcription of the early genes
involved in cell division; regulation of the activity of
proteins called cyclins, which control the successive steps
in the cell cycle [30]. Recently, Jacques Pouysségur’s
group in Nice inactivated the gene coding for one of these
MAP kinases, p44mapk. The result was a nearly complete
absence of phenotype, the only affected cells being a
subpopulation involved in the control of the immune
response, called thymocytes [31]. This surprising result
explains the long delay that separated the creation of
animals with an inactivated gene and the publication of
this limited phenotype. It was necessary to discover and
characterize the defect, as well as to overcome the disap-
pointment generated by such a result. The contrast between
the importance of these proteins and the minor effects
observed in animals when their action is abolished can be
explained by the existence of different genes coding for
similar proteins and the functional redundancy shown by
the products of these genes.

The second example concerns the Fos-Jun family of
transcription factors, which are also involved in the early
response of cells to mitogenic signals and in the prepara-
tion of the later steps of cell division. Seven genes have
been described in this family and five of them have been
inactivated. The inactivation of one of these genes has,
apparently, no effects; the knockout of two other members
of this family interrupts the development of embryos at
various early stages. The modification of the fourth gene
leads to a specific bone alteration, osteopetrosis - an
‘excess’ of ossification in the affected animals [32]. The
fifth mutation gave the most intriguing result: the only
defect is the absence of a nurturing behavior in females:
the pups are left alone and die because they are not fed
[33].

The description of the phenotypes resulting from the
inactivation of the different members of this family of
transcription factors underlines the paradoxes met in many
similar studies: a) the difficulty in attributing a relative
importance to a given gene; the inactivation of genes that
were considered as essential frequently has no effects; b)
the specificity of any effects that are observed, unrelated to
the general function which was attributed to the gene
products; c) the difficulty in explaining such specific effects
without falling back on a kind of preformationist (and
particulate) view of organic function. In fact these para-
doxes are easily explained when we consider the redun-
dancy and pleitropy that are characteristic of gene action:
redundancy masks most of the effects resulting from gene
inactivation, whereas pleiotropy, together with the absence

of redundancy in some particular tissues or organs, can
generate very specific effects. The example of the fosB
gene is quite instructive in this respect. This gene is spe-
cifically expressed during the development of the central
nervous system in the area which will give rise to the
hypothalamus, a structure involved in the control of a
wide range of behaviors. One can imagine that when fosB
is inactive, the hypothalamus will have an altered organi-
zation and functioning, which will prevent the formation
of a correct nurturing behavior. The fosB gene is not the
gene responsible for nurturing behavior. It is only one of
the genes - another gene which was recently inactivated
gave the same phenotype when mutated [34] - that are
required for the formation and functioning of the hypo-
thalamus and of the neural structures required for complex
maternal behavior. FosB is no more associated with nur-
turing behavior than the other members of the Fos-Jun
family. It is simply expressed at the right time in the right
tissue, whereas the other members of the family are not
expressed in the same conditions, or their level of expres-
sion is too low to compensate for the absence of expres-
sion of fosB.

Some biologists consider that such difficulties - which
do not involve data interpretation but the anticipation of
the effects of gene modifications - are a strong argument in
favor of new, more global, experimental approaches. These
new methods are collectively referred as ‘post-genomic’,
since their development has been made possible through,
or at least finds its full justification in, the completion of the
first genomic sequences. I will describe briefly only two of
them:
• The first, which involves a systematic two-hybrid
approach aims at determining the complete pattern of
protein-protein interactions occurring in a given organ-
ism. This provides a global vision of the functional net-
work operating in this organism. Such a study has been
recently carried out in yeast [35].
• The second approach belongs to ‘functional genomics’.
By using DNA microarrays, the experimenter is able to
measure the expression of all the genes in a given tissue in
a single experiment. The advocates of such new method-
ologies are not trying to use them to find new information
to add to data obtained with more painstaking methods,
but rather they hope to acquire a new, fresh vision of
biological phenomena [36, 37]. Data are asked to speak
for themselves. It has been argued that a new logic of life,
integrating and transcending the detailed observations of
the molecular biologists, will emerge from such a global,
non-reductionist approach. I do not know whether these
hopes will be fulfilled, or whether the new methodology
will merely complement previous observations and mod-
els without heralding a new paradigm.

4. The philosophical consequences
of the new vision of gene action

The new vision marks the end of a simplistic reduction-
ist vision, aimed at finding in the nature and properties of
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elementary organic components the final explanation of
the complex properties of organisms. Hopes of finding in
the basic constituents a kind of summary of the complex
functions, as if the latter was ‘preformed’ in the proteins,
have been dashed. This is easily shown by many studies
performed over recent years. For instance, circadian
molecular clocks, the structure of which has recently been
unravelled, are formed of elementary proteins that have
nothing ‘rhythmic’ in their structure [38]. Genes, which
when mutated can lead to dramatic variations in longevity,
have recently been characterized in nematodes, mice and
men. Such genes are involved in energetic metabolism
[39], in DNA repair [40] and in the resistance to stress [41,
42]. None of these genes is directly related to the apparent
morphological or physiological characteristics of aging.
However, this link exists: even if it is indirect and the
properties of the molecular components do not explain by
themselves such complex processes as circadian rhythms
or aging, the properties of these molecular components
are unusual. The proteins involved in the generation of
circadian rhythms have protein domains that allow them
to interact with one another and to form regulatory loops
[38]. The functions of the proteins encoded by the genes
involved in longevity are particularly interesting: the fact
that some of them are involved in energetic metabolism
accords with observations that caloric restriction can
enhance longevity. The fact that an enzyme involved in
DNA repair plays a major role in the control of longevity
supports the idea that aging probably results from the
life-time accumulation of alterations in both DNA and
proteins. The elementary functions of genes involved in
complex processes are related to the characteristics of
these complex processes, but the complex processes can-
not be reduced to any one of these elementary functions.

It has been suggested that these recent results on the
organization of elementary protein components not only
sound the death-knell of the simplistic reductionist
approach of classical molecular biology, but also give the
first signs of an imminent abandonment by biologists of
their teleological interpretations, of their sempiternal quest
for function in the description of biological phenomena
[43, 44]. Physics renounced teleology in favor of causal
explanations in the 17th century, and it would clearly be
high time for biology to do the same. Even if it looks less
and less appropriate to accord specific functions to indi-
vidual genes, I am not personally convinced that such a
change will mean the abandonment of any functional
interpretation of biological observations. The existence of
functions is intimately linked with the long history of living
beings, with the fact that, at each generation, they must
pass through the sieve of natural selection [45].

Not only is the functional description of individual
genes becoming increasingly complex, grouping genes
into simple categories also appears more and more prob-
lematic. In 1982, when the first genes were discovered
that, when mutated, led to cell transformation and tumori-
genesis (the ‘oncogenes’), it might have seemed reason-
able to expect to isolate and characterize a small group of

genes responsible for all the forms of cancer [11, 12]. In
1986, when the human genome sequencing project was
first proposed, one of its justifications was the hope of
isolating, not the genes involved in the first steps of onco-
genesis, which are relatively well known, but the genes
responsible for the later steps of tumor evolution such as
metastasis [46].

This hope is now considered to be an illusion. The
existence of oncogenes, which when mutated are involved
in cancer, has been amply confirmed. The illusion is that
these oncogenes constitute a distinct group of genes which
can be easily described. Hopes are now turned toward a
global description of transformed cells and their charac-
teristic patterns of gene expression, in comparison with the
normal untransformed cell [47, 48].

It could be objected that the failure of this project was
foreseeable. Oncogenes are not a natural, physiological
category. Cancer is not a physiological process, but a
de-regulation of normal processes, and the category of
oncogenes exists only in the minds of biologists and
physicians. But developmental biologists have the same
difficulty in categorizing genes. Categories are not congru-
ent in different organisms: a developmental gene in one
organism can be a gene expressed only at the adult stage in
another in any case. Developmental genes are frequently
expressed also in adulthood, where they fulfill different
functions, as components of signalling pathways.

It is possible to interpret these observations by appealing
to the concept of pleiotropy. But this concept is mislead-
ing. Pleiotropy suggests that the gene product can have
different functions. In fact, at the molecular level, it always
has the same elementary function. The different processes
in which the gene product is involved appear only at a
more integrated level and depend on the different molecu-
lar components with which the product of the gene inter-
acts, directly or indirectly.

The example of Notch is quite illuminating in this
respect. The elementary function of the Notch receptor is
always the same: to receive signals from neighboring cells
and activate downstream components of the signalling
pathway [18]. Whether this elementary action leads to the
commitment to a specific developmental pathway or to
the growth of neurites depends on the protein environ-
ment.

In conclusion, over the last twenty years biologists have
begun to employ a new vision of the organization of
elementary protein components inside cells. This vision
provides a useful tool for interpreting data, in particular
the effects of gene modification or inactivation. But this
organization also makes it difficult to anticipate the con-
sequences of such modifications on the global functioning
of the system. The major challenge for the geneticists of
the 21st century will be, not only to analyze the functions
of living organisms, but also to reconstruct them on the
basis of our knowledge of their basic components.
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